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Abstract
Given a bration E! B and a class  of arrows of B, one can construct the free bration (on
E over B) such that all reindexing functors over elements of  are equivalences. In this work
I give an explicit construction of this, and study its properties. For example, the construction
preserves the property of being brewise discrete, and it commutes up to equivalence with
brewise exact completions. I show that mathematically interesting situations are examples of
this construction. In particular, subtoposes of the eective topos are treated. c© 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 18D30; 18B25
0. Introduction
In the conference in Tours, July 1994, Jean Benabou presented an alternative treat-
ment of the calculus of fractions of [4] (see Section 1). One of his results was:
Theorem 0.1 (Benabou). Let E
p−!B be a bration and B a class of arrows
admitting a calculus of right fractions. Then the class S of arrows in E which are
cartesian over elements of  also admits a calculus of right fractions. Moreover; the
following conditions are equivalent:
(i) all the reindexing functors  for  2  are equivalences;
(ii) E[S−1]
p=S−!B[−1] is a bration; pS : E! E[S−1] is a cartesian functor
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and the diagram
E
PS−! E[S−1]
p
???y
???y p=S
B −!
P
B[−1]
is a change of base pullback.
By \a map of brations" is meant a commutative square of categories as in the
theorem, where the vertical arrows are brations and the top horizontal arrow is a
cartesian functor. Here p and pS are the universal maps, and p=S is the unique
factorization of p  p through E[S−1].
Since this theorem is not in the written version of the talk [2], I present a proof in
the appendix at the end of this paper.
This paper is about some constructions relating to this: I study the free bration
(on E
p−!B) such that there is a map of brations from E p−!B to it, which inverts all
the arrows in  on the base level, and the free bration on E
p−!B over B with the
property that all reindexing functors over arrows in  are equivalences (as a corollary
of Theorem 0.1, these problems are equivalent: see Corollary 0.3).
It is worth spending a few words on the exact notion of freeness (i.e., the exact
universal properties) that we mean:
Denition 0.2. (1) A bration G
q!B0 and a map of brations
E
i−! G
p
???y
???y q
B −!
j
B0
such that j inverts all arrows in , is said to satisfy Universal Property 1 (UP1) if for
any map of brations
E
F−! H
p
???y
???y r
B −!
g
C
such that g inverts all arrows in , there is a unique functor B0 h!C and a functor
G
G!H which is unique up to vertical natural isomorphism, such that (G; h) is a map
of brations and (F; g) = (G; h)  (i; j).
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(2) A bration E0
p0!B and a map of brations
such that in E0 over B, all reindexing functors over elements of  are equivalences,
is said to satisfy UP2 if any map of brations E i
0
!E00 over B where E00 has the same
property, factors through i by a factorisation which is unique up to vertical natural
isomorphism.
Corollary 0.3. (i) Let G
q!B0 satisfy UP1 of Denition 0:2. Then B0 is isomorphic
to B[−1] and if
E0 −! G
p0
???y
???y q
B −!
p

B0
is a pullback diagram of categories; then E0
p0!B satises UP2 of Denition 0:2;
(ii) Suppose E0
p0!B satises UP2 of Denition 0:2 and S0 is the class of arrows
of E0 which are cartesian over elements of . Then E0[S0−1]
p0=S0! B[−1] satises
UP1 of Denition 0:2.
Again, for a proof the reader is referred to the appendix.
It should be noted that construction (1) of Denition 0.2 has a bi-coinverter property
in the 2-category of brations (see [5,11]; this is the category with brations as objects,
maps of brations as 1-cells and pairs of natural transformations as 2-cells). In a
2-category, a coinverter (see [7]) for a diagram of two parallel 1-cells with codomain
A and a 2-cell between them, is the universal 1-cell departing from A making the 2-cell
invertible, and bi-coinverter is the corresponding pseudo-notion: both factorization and
uniqueness are only required up to invertible 2-cell. Any class of arrows  of a given
category B can be seen as a natural transformation between the functors dom and cod
from the discrete category on  to B, and in the brational references given above
it is explained how every such 2-cell (in Cat) lifts to a 2-cell between two maps of
brations, if B is the base of a bration E
p−!B. Construction (1) of Denition 0.2
means that the coinverter of dom ) cod : ! B in Cat, which is B[−1], lifts to a
bi-coinverter of the lifted 2-cell in Fib.
I show that some mathematically interesting situations are examples of this construc-
tion: lter-quotient toposes over germs of topological spaces, and some subtoposes of
the eective topos E . There is also some material on preservation of coproducts.
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1. Preliminaries
In this section I recall some denitions and basic facts.
Given a category C, a class of arrows C is said to admit a calculus of right
fractions [4] if the following conditions hold:
1.  contains all identities and is closed under composition;
2. every diagram
W???y s
X
f−! Y
with s 2  can be completed to a commutative square
V
f0−! W
t
???y
???y s
X −!
f
Y
with t 2 ;
3. Whenever tf = tg for some parallel pair f; g and t 2 , there is s 2  with
fs= gs.
In [4] it is shown that there is a category C[−1] and an arrow P : C −! C[−1]
which is universal among functors with domain C inverting all arrows in  (i.e. functors
F such that F(s) is an isomorphism for all s 2 ), and in case  admits a calculus
of right fractions, this functor has a very constructive look: the category C[−1] has
the same objects as C, and morphisms A −! B are equivalence classes of spans
A s V f−!B with s 2 , where two such spans (s; f) and (t; g) are equivalent if and
only if there is a commutative diagram
with sa = tb 2 . The functor P sends f : A −! B to the equivalence class of the
span (id; f).
Gabriel and Zisman [4] note the following facts: if C has nite limits, then C[−1]
also has nite limits and P preserves them; given a parallel pair of arrows f; g
in C; P(f) = P(g) if and only if there is t 2  with ft = gt, and P(f) is an
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isomorphism if and only if f ts into a diagram
with s; t 2 . One calls the set of f such that P(f) is an isomorphism the saturation
of  and says that  is saturated if it is equal to its own saturation. It is easy to
prove, using the above characterization of elements in the saturation of , that if 
admits a calculus of right fractions, then so does its saturation, and so, in as much one
only is interested in C[−1], one may as well assume that  is saturated. In case C
has pullbacks, this will mean that  is a pullback congruence ([1]), that is: a class
of arrows which contains all isomorphisms, is stable under pullback and such that for
composable f; g, if two of f; g; fg are in the class then so is the third.
2. The constructions
Let E
p−!B; B; SE be as in Theorem 0.1. Throughout, we assume that 
is saturated (this does not imply that S is saturated, but we do have that if st 2 S
and s 2S, then t 2S).
Construct a category G as follows:
 objects of G are pairs (; A) where A is an object of E and  : p(A) −! X is an
arrow in ;
 a morphism (; A) −! (; B) in G is a morphism A −! B in E[S−1], i.e. an
equivalence class of a span A s U f−!B with s 2S.
Clearly, G is a category, and G is equivalent to E[S−1]. Let q : G −! B[−1] be
dened as follows:
 q(; A) = X if  : p(A) −! X ;
 if [(s; f)] : (; A) −! (; B) is a morphism in G then q([(s; f)]) is the morphism in
B[−1] represented by the span:
X  p(A) p(s) p(U ) p(f)−!p(B) −! Y:
Clearly, the denition of q on morphisms does not depend on representatives, and q is
a functor. We have a functor i : E −! G which sends A to (idp(A); A) and f : A −! B
to [(idA; f)]; and the diagram
E
i−! G
p
???y
???y q
B −!
p

B[−1]
commutes.
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Theorem 2.1. In the diagram above; q : G −! B[−1] is a bration; (i; p) a map
of brations; and these data satisfy UP1 in Denition 0:2. Moreover; if p is a left
exact functor between left exact categories; so is q; and i is then nite limit preserving.
Proof. First, we prove that for [(s; f)] : (; A) −! (; B) in G: if f is cartesian in E
then [(s; f)] is cartesian in G.
So suppose [(t; g)] : (; C) −! (; B) is such that q([(t; g)]) factors in B[−1] as
q([(s; f)])  [(; h)]. Then in B we have a commutative diagram
with ; 0; ;  2 . Since p(g)=p(f)h0 we may assume, if necessary by prexing
 and  by an element of , that p(g) = p(f)h0. Pick U 0 z−!V cartesian over .
By cartesianness of f there is a unique U 0
h−!U over h0 with f h = gz. Then in E
we have a diagram
which proves that [(t; g)] factors through [(s; f)] by [(tz; s h)].
To prove uniqueness of the factorization, suppose that (t1; g1) and (t2; g2) represent
a parallel pair of arrows (; C) −! (; A) which lie over the same map in B[−1]
and such that
[(s; f)]  [(t1; g1)] = [(s; f)]  [(t2; g2)]:
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From q([(t1; g1)]) = q([(t2; g2)]) one gets a diagram in E:
C t1 − U1 g1−! Ax??? u1
U??y u2
C  −
t2
U2 −!
g2
A
with u1; u2 2S; p(t1u1) = p(t2u2) and p(g1u1) = p(g2u2).
From [(s; f)]  [(t1; g1)] = [(s; f)]  [(t2; g2)] one gets a diagram:
By using the axioms of a calculus of right fractions one nds W −! Q in S such
that
p(W −! Q −! P1 g
0
1−!V ) = p(W −! Q −! P2 g
0
2−!V ):
By cartesianness of f then, one gets that
W −! P1 −! V =W −! P2 −! V;
hence W −! U1 −! A=W −! U2 −! A, so the diagram
testies that (t1; g1) and (t2; g2) represent the same map in G. This proves that f
cartesian in E implies [(s; f)] cartesian in G.
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Now if X  U ’−! Y represents a morphism in B[−1] and (; B) is an object of
G over Y , pick a commutative diagram
V
’0−! p(B)
0
???y
???y 
U
’−! Y
with 0 2 , and let f : A −! B cartesian over ’0. Then (idA; f) represents a morphism
(0; A) −! (; B) which lies over [(; ’)] and which is cartesian. So we have proved
that G
q−!B[−1] is a bration, as well as that i : E −! G is a cartesian functor. It
remains to establish the universal property.
Let
E
F−! H
p
???y
???y r
B
g−! C
be a map of brations such that g inverts all arrows in . Then F inverts all arrows
in S, since a map which is cartesian over an isomorphism, is itself an isomorphism.
Moreover if f : A −! B is a map in E such that i(f) is cartesian in G, then F(f)
is cartesian in H, for factor f as f0k with f0 cartesian and k vertical; since i is a
cartesian functor and G is equivalent to E[S−1] one has that k is in the saturation of
S, hence k is inverted by F .
We dene a mediating map G : G −!H as follows. For each object (; A) of G
pick a cartesian arrow ^ in H over g()−1, with the proviso that ^ is the identity if
 is the identity. Put G(; A)=dom(^) and let the G-image of (; A)
[(s;f)]−! (; B) be the
composition
G(; A) ^−!F(A) F(s)
−1
−! F(U ) F(f)−!F(B) ^
−1
−!G(; B):
Clearly, this is well dened on equivalence classes and denes a functor G −! H
which makes both diagrams:
commute. To see that G is cartesian, note that every map [(s; f)] in G can be written
as   i(f)   with  and  isomorphisms in G; hence if [(s; f)] is cartesian, so is
i(f) and hence so is G([(s; f)]).
Finally, the room for choice we had in dening G did not extend beyond the choices
for the ^’s; hence G is unique up to vertical natural isomorphism.
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The left exactness property is a trivial extension of the same result for fraction
categories, in [4].
In the case of a left exact bration (by which I mean a bration which is a nite limit
preserving functor between left exact categories), or even just a bration E
p−!B such
that B has pullbacks, a far more conceptual and simple proof can be given, because
the construction in the proof of Theorem 2.1 is really a two-step construction: rst add
freely cocartesian arrows over arrows in , and then force (by a calculus of fractions
construction) these to be isomorphic to the existing cartesian arrows over arrows in .
First a theorem about preservation of bred coproducts (i.e. cocartesian arrows) in the
situation where one inverts vertical maps.
Theorem 2.2. Let E
p−!B be a bration and M a class of vertical maps in E which
admits a calculus of right fractions; soE
p−!B factors through a functorE[M−1] −! B.
Then this functor is a bration and PM : E −! E[M−1] is cartesian.
Moreover; suppose B is a class of arrows such that E p−!B has cocartesian
liftings over elements of ; then PM preserves those cocartesian liftings if and only
if the two following conditions hold:
1. any diagram
V 0
0
???y
X
f−! Y
in E with f cocartesian over p(f) 2  and 0 2M; can be completed to a commu-
tative square
V 0
f0−! V
0
???y
???y 
X −!
f
Y
with f0 cocartesian over p(f) and  in P−1M (iso);
2. any diagram
V???y 
X −!
f
Y
with  2M and f cocartesian over p(f) 2 ; can be completed to a commutative
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diagram
V 0
f0−! V
0
???y
???y 
X −!
f
Y
with 0 2M and f0 satisfying the property: if k1f0s = k2f0s for s 2M and k1; k2 a
parallel pair with p(k1) = p(k2); then there is t 2M with k1t = k2t.
Proof. Following [1] I write p=M for the unique factorization of p through E[M−1]. I
prove that PM preserves cartesian arrows; since E[M−1] has the same objects as E, this
shows that p=M is a bration. If f : X −! Y is cartesian w.r.t. p and (s; g) : Z −! Y
an arrow in E[M−1] such that p=M((s; g)) factors through f, then g factors through f
so (s; g) factors through f. As for uniqueness, suppose (s; g) and (t; h) represent maps
in E[M−1] such that f(s; g)=f(t; h) and p=M((s; g))=p=M((t; h)) then p(g)=p(h)
and there is a diagram
with a; b vertical, fga= fhb. So ga= hb; so (s; g) and (t; h) represent the same map
in E[M−1]; so f is cartesian in E[M−1].
Now suppose PM preserves -indexed coproducts. Condition (1) follows at once:
given
V 0
0
???y
X
f−! Y
let f0 : V 0 −! V be cocartesian over p(f) at V 0 and  : V −! Y the canonical
vertical. Then since PM(f0) and PM(f0) are both cocartesian,  2 P−1M (iso). As for
(2), since M is a calculus of fractions there is a square as pictured with 0 2M, and
PM(f0) will be cocartesian; so if k1f0s = k2f0s for k1; k2; s as in (2), then since f0s
is also cocartesian in E[M−1], k1 = k2 in E[M−1]; so k1t = k2t for some t 2M.
Conversely, let the conditions hold and f : X −! Y cocartesian in E, over p(f) 2
. Given (0; g) : X −! Z in E[M−1] such that its image factors through f i.e.
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p(g) = hp(f) for some h, since there is a square
V 0
f0−! V
0
???y
???y 
X −!
f
Y
with f0 cocartesian, there is h in E over h with g= hf0 so (0; g) is the composition
(; h)f. As for uniqueness, suppose for two arrows in E[M−1]: (s1; k1) and (s2; k2)
that their images are equal and (s1; k1)f = (s2; k2)f. Without loss of generality, we
may assume that s1 = s2 = , say. Find a square
V 0
f0−! V
0
???y
???y 
X −!
f
Y
as in (2); the compositions are (; ki)f=(0; kif0) and they are equal in E[M−1] which
means there is a diagram
with u; v 2M. Again, we may assume u= v and k1f0u= k2f0u. By property (2) then,
k1t = k2t for some t 2M, which means that k1 = k2 in E[M−1], so (; k1) = (; k2).
Theorem 2.3. Suppose the category B has pullbacks. Then the free bration (in the
category of brations over B) on E
p−!B with the property that all reindexing
functors  for  2  are equivalences; can be constructed in the following way:
rst; let E0 be the category (E # B) \ ; that is the category whose objects are
pairs (A; ) where A 2 E and  : p(A) −! X is an element of ; and whose maps:
(A; ) −! (B; ) are pairs (f;m) with f : A −! B and m : X −! Y such that
p(f)=m. This is bred over B by the functor which sends (A; ) to the codomain
of . Then take E0[M−1]; where M is the class of vertical maps (; id) with 
cartesian over p() 2 .
Proof. Of course, this follows by combining Theorems 0.1 and 2.1 since the required -
bration must be the pullback of the bration G
q−!B[−1] constructed in Theorem 2.1,
along P. However, there is an independent argumentation which also serves to explain
the construction in Theorem 2.1. The category E0 is bred over B since for an arrow
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m : X −! Y in B and an object (B;  : p(B) −! Y ) of E0, to get the cartesian over
m one takes the pullback
p(A) m
0
−! p(B)

???y
???y 
X −!
m
Y
and chooses m : A −! B cartesian (w.r.t. p) over m0 at B. The point is, that
E0???y cod
B
is the free bration on E
p−!B with -indexed coproducts: that is, E0 has cocartesian
liftings over all arrows in , and any cartesian map E −! H of brations over
B for which H has -indexed coproducts, factors through E0 by a cartesian functor
E0 −! H which preserves cocartesian arrows over elements of . This is easy to
check: an arrow (f;m) is cocartesian if and only if f is an isomorphism.
It is not hard to see that the class M admits a calculus of right fractions. Moreover,
all the canonical vertical comparison maps
between a cocartesian and a cartesian lifting of  2 , are in M, as is obvious.
Furthermore, it follows by checking the conditions of Theorem 2.2 for M that PM
preserves cocartesian liftings over elements of . So in E0[M−1], all the ’s are
equivalences, and it follows that if K is the free one on E
p−!B with this property,
we have a unique (up to natural isomorphism) cartesian functor from K to E0[M−1]
over B. On the other hand, since K has -indexed coproducts there is a unique one
from E0 to K, preserving these coproducts; but this functor must invert all arrows in
M since let (; id) : (A;  : p(A) −! X ) −! (B;  : p(B) −! X ) an element of M.
Then (;p()) is cartesian: (A; id) −! (B; id) and the cocartesian lifting over p() at
(A; id) lands at (A; p()) so (; id) : (A; p()) −! (B; id) is a comparison map. But
the map (; id) : (A; ) −! (B; ) is the -image of this comparison map ( being
the left adjoint of ) which must be inverted since E0 −! K preserves -indexed
coproducts.
Proposition 2.4. The construction of Theorem 2:3 preserves the properties of being
brewise a preorder and of being brewise a groupoid. Applied to discrete brations;
the resulting functor from SetB
op
to SetB[
−1]op is (P)!; the left Kan extension of
yB[−1]  P along yB.
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Proof. Recall that E
p−!B is brewise a preorder if and only if p is faithful, and
E
p−!B is brewise a groupoid if and only if every map in E is cartesian.
So let E
p−!B be faithful and
(1; f); (2; f) : (A; ) −! (B; );
two maps in E0 (notation from Theorem 2.3) over the same map in B; since p(1)=
p(2) there is a  2 ,  : C0 −! p(A) with p(1) = p(2) . Pick  : C −! A
cartesian over  . Then since p is faithful, 1 = 2 hence
(1; f)  ( ; id) = (2; f)  ( ; id);
where ( ; id) : (C;  ) −! (A; ). But this means that the two maps 1; 2 will be
equal in E0[M−1].
If E
p−!B is brewise a groupoid, let
(A; )
( ; id) − (A0; 0) (; id)−! (B; )
represent a vertical map in E0[M−1]; then assuming  saturated, since p() 2 ,
p() 2  and  is cartesian because all maps are; so the map is iso.
The statement about the functor between presheaf categories is an easy verication.
3. Some mathematical examples
3.1. Filter quotient toposes and germs of topological spaces
Let Et denote the category of etale maps Y −! (X; ) of topological spaces, where
 is a point in the base space X ; maps are commutative squares of spaces, where the
base map preserves the base point.
Et is bred over Top (the category of topological spaces with a base point), and
the bre over the space (X; ) is the topos of sheaves over X . Let Top consist of
the open embeddings. It is clear that Top[−1] is the category whose morphisms are
the germs of maps (X; ) −! (Y; ). It is easy to see what the bres of the bration
over Top[−1], resulting from the construction in Theorem 2.1, will be: namely, the
bre over (X; ) is the quotient of Sh(X ) by the neighbourhood lter of . This is
because the bre over object X in B[−1], is the colimit of the bres EY for all
 : Y −! X 2 . The lter quotient construction is described in detail in [8].
It should be noted that the lter quotient construction itself is an example of Theorem
2.1. Every topos E is bered over the lattice Sub(1) of subobjects of 1, in the sense
that over U  1 we have the slice E=U . Given a lter U on Sub(1), the class of those
inequalities U  V such that for some S 2 U, S ^ U = S ^ V , admits a calculus of
right fractions, resulting in the fraction category (poset) Sub(1)=U; and the new ber
over 1 (applying Theorem 2.1) is the lter quotient E=U.
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3.2. Subtoposes of the eective topos
Let R be the category of subsets of N and partial recursive functions: a map
f: A −! B in R is the restriction to A of a partial recursive function which is
dened on A and lands in B.
R is fully embedded in the eective topos E as @@-closed subobjects of N (N
denotes the natural numbers object of E ), and I denote its image under the embedding
also by R. The bration E R −! R is the restriction of the codomain bration to R.
[12] shows that this bration arises from the following construction. Let ProjR be
the bration over R dened by: objects are diagrams X
f−! I −! J with X a set,
I −! J in R and f a surjection of sets. Maps are commutative diagrams
X −! X 0
f
???y
???y f0
I −! I 0

???y
???y 0
J −! J 0
with the top row a map in Set and the bottom square in R. This is bred over R
by the functor which takes the last component (ProjR is itself a kind of universal
construction, but that does not concern me here; see [12]). Now E R is the brewise
exact completion of ProjR. This is a construction which can be performed on any
left exact bration, and goes as follows (the reader is referred to [3] or [12] for
unexplained notions): given a left exact bration E
p−!B; let the objects of Eex be
vertical pseudoequivalence relations (i.e. R−!−! X are vertical maps, as well as those
maps witnessing that it is a pseudoequivalence relation), and morphisms from
R
r2
−!−!
r1
X to S
s2
−!−!
s1
Y
are equivalence classes of arrows X
f−! Y such that for some  : R −! S we have
fri = si (i = 1; 2). Two such f;f0 are equivalent if for some T : X −! S, s1T = f
and s2T = f0.
Let us call a bration brewise exact if it is left exact, every bre is exact and
reindexing preserves the exact structure (quotients of equivalence relations). Every map:
E −! F of brations over B such that F is brewise exact, factors essentially
uniquely through Eex −! F which preserves the brewise exact structure. By an
easy adaptation of the theory of exact completions (see [3] or [12]), a brewise exact
bration is of form Eex if and only if every bre has enough projectives, the category
of projectives in each bre is left exact, and reindexing preserves projectives in the
bres. In that case, it is the brewise exact completion of its subbration of projectives
in the bres.
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Now [12] remark that their construction of E applies as well to any other E -like
topos, constructed over another partial combinatory structure. In particular, one can
look at the structure of A-recursive functions for a subset AN. Computing these
functions, one is allowed to consult an \oracle" which gives answers to the question
x 2 A? for any x; of course this begins to be interesting when A is not recursive. One
has a topos E A and it is known [6,9] that E A is a sheaf subtopos of E . Let RA
be the analog of R with respect to A-partial recursive functions. One has the bration
(E A)RA −! RA, and it is likewise the exact completion of a left exact bration
ProjRA −! RA.
Theorem 3.1. RA arises as a calculus of fractions construction out of R; and the
construction of Theorem 2:1; applied to the bration E R −! R with respect to this
calculus of fractions; yields (E A)RA −! RA.
Proof. Assume some standard, primitive recursive coding of nite sequences of natural
numbers, written hx1; : : : ; xni. Say that  2 N is an A-information sequence if  is of
form hhx1; i1i; : : : ; hxn; inii where x1<   <xn and for all k, 1  k  n, ik = 0 if
xk 2 A, and ik =1 otherwise. In particular, the empty sequence h i is an A-information
sequence.
Let the class P of arrows in R be dened by: X 0 −!X is in P if and only if X 0
is of form X 0 = fhx; xi j x 2 X g, where all x are A-information sequences,  is the
projection hx; xi 7! x, and there is a machine M which, consulting an oracle, for all
x 2 X has a terminating A-recursive computation and x codes exactly the information
about A this computation requires.
Let  be the class of arrows in R which are of form
f−! or f−! −! with f iso and
 2 P. I show that  admits a calculus of right fractions, and that RA is isomorphic
to R[−1].
Firstly, given X −! Y f−! Z with  2 P and f iso, there is a commutative diagram
X −! Y
g
???y
???y f
X 0 −!
0
Z
with g iso and 0 2 P, for if X = fhy; yi jy 2 Yg let X 0 = fhz; f−1(z)i j z 2 Zg.
Secondly, given X −! Y 
0
−! Z with ; 0 2 P, there is a commutative diagram
X −! Y
g
???y
???y 0
X 0 −!
00
Z
with g iso and 00 2 P. For, if X = fhy; yi jy 2 Yg and Y = fhz; zi j z 2 Zg, let
X 0= fhz; z hz;zi j z 2 Zg where z hz;zi is the A-information sequence obtained by
taking the union of the sequences z and hz;zi. Suppose M computes A-recursively z
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for each z, and N computes likewise y for each y. Then there is obviously a machine
which A-recursively computes z  hz;zi for each z. So 00 2 P. To show that g is iso,
adapting M to act on hz; z  hz;zii, let it act on z and instead of asking the oracle,
consult the second part of the input z  hz;zi. This yields hz; zi and repeating this
with N gives the required inverse of g.
From these two remarks it follows that  is closed under composition. It trivially
contains all identities, and since all arrows in  are mono in R the last axiom for a
calculus of fractions is trivially veried.
Furthermore, given
X???y 
Z −!
f
Y
with  2 P, there is a pullback diagram
W
f0−!
g
???y
Z 0
0
???y
Z −!
f
X?????????y

Y
in R, with g iso and 0 2 P. For let Z 0=fhz; f(z)i j z 2 Zg, then Z 0 ’ fhhy; yi; zi jy 2
Y; z 2 Z; f(z) = yg= fhx; zi jx = fzg.
Finally, note that any arrow f : X −! Y in RA ts in a diagram
with f0 and  in R, and  2 P; from this one easily deduces that RA is isomorphic
to R[−1].
The last remark may be strengthened a bit by noting that for every commutative
square
J l−! H
g
???y
???y h
K −!
f
L
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in RA with g and h in R, and every such resolution
with  2 P and f0 2 R, there is a commutative prism
with 0 2 P, l0 2 R.
To show that the bration ProjRA −! RA arises from ProjR −! R by applying the
construction of Theorem 2.1 w.r.t. the class , write E for ProjR, and let E0 and M
be as in Theorem 2.3. A typical object of E0 is of form
with  2 ; send this to X −! I −!K . This denes a functor E0[M−1] −!
P(ProjR) over R which, by the help of the prism remark, is seen to be fully faithful
and essentially surjective on objects.
The nal statement of the theorem now follows from the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let E
p−!B be a left exact bration. Then the construction of Theorem
2:3 (hence that of Theorem 2:1) commutes with brewise exact completion: writing
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(E) −! B for the eect of construction Theorem 2:3 on E −! B; (Eex) is
equivalent to ((E))ex as brations over B.
Proof. This is a simple consequence, by the universal properties of these constructions,
of the following two remarks:
(1) If E −! B is such that the reindexing functors  for all  2  are equivalences,
then the same holds for Eex −! B.
For, a map
[f] :
S R???y
???y −!
???y
???y
Y X
between vertical pseudoequivalence relations is cartesian in Eex if and only if S##Y is
isomorphic to
(pf)
0
BB@
R???y
???y
X
1
CCA
where (pf) is reindexing in E.
Similarly, if E −! B has cocartesian liftings over  2  such that the corresponding
coproduct functors  are left exact, and
[f] :
S R???y
???y −!
???y
???y
Y X
is over pf 2 , then this is cocartesian if and only if R ## X is isomorphic to
pf
0
BB@
S???y
???y
Y
1
CCA
Alternatively, using choice to obtain a cleavage for E −! B and using the 2-functori-
ality of the construction (−)ex one sees that it must preserve equivalences.
(2) If E −! B is berwise exact then so is (E) −! B. For again, let E0 and
M as in Theorem 2.3. To nd the regular epi-mono factorization of a typical vertical
map (A; )
(;id) −(V; p()) (f;id)−!(B; ), factor f as fi with f :V 0 −! B cartesian and i
vertical (w.r.t. E −! B); and factor i. This is obviously stable under pullback. Since
p(f) = p() 2 , the map
(V 0; p(f))
(f;id)−!(B; )
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is in M. To see that equivalence relations are eective, it suces to observe that every
vertical equivalence relation in (E) is isomorphic to a suitable coproduct of vertical
equivalence relations in E. This goes as follows: let
(R; )
(;id) −(V; p())
(f1 ;id)−!−!
(f2 ;id)
(A; );
a typical vertical equivalence relation in E0[M−1]. Since p(f1) = p(f2) there is
 :p(C) −! p(V ) in  with p(f1) = p(f2) . Choose  :C −! V cartesian over
 and let C0
q−!A cartesian over p(f1) . There are vertical maps
C
q1
−!−!
q2
C0
which are the unique factorizations of fi through q.
C
q1
−!−!
q2
C0
may not be a vertical equivalence relation in E, but pulling it back along a suitable
element of  we get one, and that one is the kernel pair of its quotient, since E −! B
is brewise exact. This structure can then be transferred back again.
Alternatively, using choice to obtain a cleavage for E −! B, one may observe that
exactness is the kind of structure that is preserved under ltered colimits.
There is a point about the denition of  in the proof of Theorem 3.1 which I think
deserves to be made, although I am not sure I understand the signicance of it. The
denition is suciently \eective", that is the axioms for a calculus of fractions are
validated recursively in indices for the morphisms of R (e.g. given
???yf
−−−!

with  2 , one can get indices for 0; f0 with f0 =f0 recursively in indices for 
and f; and given an index m of a machine which A-recursively computes m :A −! B
in RA one can nd, recursively in m, indices for its resolution
with  2 ).
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This means the following. R lives as internal category in E and there is an internal
functor p :R −! 
 displaying 
 as the poset reection of R in E . Now the above
remark entails that we can carry out the calculus of fractions construction R[−1]
in E , and prove that it is isomorphic to RA (which also lives in E ). The poset
reection of RA is 
A, the object of closed truth values for the topology jA giving
E A as subtopos of E , and there is a commutative diagram
R
P−! RA
p
???y
???y pA

 −!
jA

A
in E .
This must have some meaning for the internal logic of E . For example, suppose
that  is an internal calculus of fractions in E , such that P : R −! R[−1] has
a full and faithful right adjoint. This adjunction carries over to the poset reections,
giving an internal topology in E .
4. Relation to Pronk's bicategories of fractions
In [10], a general construction is given for \turning a class of 1-cells into equiva-
lences". The construction is a generalization of [4] and is far more subtle and involved
than the one in this paper. This section is here to state, without proofs, that Pronk’s
construction also generalizes mine.
The idea is as follows. Given a bration E
p−!B one constructs a bicategory Bi(p)
which has as objects the objects of B, as 1-cells reindexing functors f :EY −! EX
for arrows X
f−! Y in B, and as 2-cells vertical natural isomorphisms. The bicategory
Bi(p) is locally a preorder and a groupoid; conversely if a bicategory is locally a
preorder and a groupoid, it is of form Bi(q) for a bration q. Now any class  of
arrows in B satisfying the axioms for a calculus of right fractions gives a class W
of 1-cells in Bi(p), satisfying Pronk’s axioms for a calculus of right fractions in a
bicategory. One checks that Bi(p)[W−1] and Bi(q) (for G
q−!B[−1] as in Theorem
2.1) are equivalent bicategories and derive from equivalent brations over B[−1]
(the passage to the bicategory of fractions preserves the properties of being locally a
preorder and a groupoid).
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Appendix
A.1. Proof of Theorem 0.1
The direction (ii))(i) is trivial: every reindexing functor  for an isomorphism 
is an equivalence. (i) then follows by the pullback property.
The proof of (i) ) (ii) goes in some steps.
Lemma A.1. In a bration; a reindexing functor f for an arrow f in the base; is
an equivalence of categories if and only if the following two conditions hold:
(i) every cartesian arrow over f is also cocartesian;
(ii) for every object X over dom(f) there is a cartesian arrow over f with
domain X .
The proof of this is left to the reader. Now if (i) of Theorem 0.1 holds, then the
conditions in Lemma A.1 hold for every  2 . From now on, we assume this.
Lemma A.2. The functor pS :E −! E[S−1] preserves cartesian arrows.
Proof. Let f :X −! Y cartesian in E and V s −W g−! Y represent an arrow in
E[S−1] such that p=S([(s; g)]) factors through p=S(f). We have in B:
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with ; ’ 2 . Pick h :U −! X cartesian over h; t0 :U 0 −! V cartesian over  and
v0 :Z −! U 0 cartesian over ’. By cartesianness of s, since p(t0v0) = p(s) there is a
unique r :Z −! W with sr = t0v0. This implies that r is cartesian so r 2 .
Since f h is cartesian and p(gr) = p(f h)’ there is a unique v :Z −! U over ’
with f hv= gr.
Since v0 is cartesian over ’ 2 , hence v0 cocartesian, there is a unique i :U 0 −! U
vertical with iv0 = v. Then the diagram
shows that [(s; g)] factors as f  [(t0; hi)], and [(t0; hi)] lies over [(; h)].
For the uniqueness of the factorization, suppose that ;  :Z −! X is a parallel
pair of arrows with f = f and p=S() = p=S(). We may assume that  and 
are represented by spans (s; g1); (s; g2) for s :W −! Z . Since f = f we have an
arrow W 0 t−!W in S with fg1t = fg2t; since p=S() = p=S() we have an arrow
 :A −! p(W ) in  with p(g1)= p(g2). Pick z :U −! W cartesian over . Let
U 0 −! U???y
???y z
V −!
t
W
be commutative with all arrows in S. For the composite u :U 0 −! W we have
p(g1u) = p(g2u) and fg1u = fg2u so by cartesianness of f, g1u = g2u. This means
that (s; g1) and (s; g2) represent the same map in E[S−1].
Now given (; f) :A −! B in B[−1] and X over B, pick f^ cartesian over f with
codomain X , and by (ii) of Lemma A.1 pick s cartesian over  with domain dom(f^).
Then, as we have just proved, [(s; f^)] is cartesian over [(; f)]. So we have proved
that E[S−1] −! B[−1] is a bration and that E −! E[S−1] is a cartesian functor.
It remains to prove the pullback property. Let
F −! E[S−1]???y
???y p=S
B −!
p
B[−1]
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be a pullback and E P−!F the factorization of pS through F. We show that P is an
isomorphism of categories. Since both p and p=S are the identity on objects, F can
be rendered as follows:
 objects of F are those of E;
 arrows X −! Y of F are pairs ([(s; f)]; ’) where [(s; f)] :X −! Y in E[S−1],
’ :p(X ) −! p(Y ) in B, and p=S([(s; f)]) = p(’).
The functor P is the identity on objects and sends f :X −! Y to the pair (pS(f); p(f)).
We show that PX;Y :E(X; Y ) −!F(X; Y ) is a bijection.
Injectivity: If for f; g :X −! Y holds pS(f) = pS(g) and p(f) = p(g), the rst
equality implies that fs = gs for some s 2 S. Since s is also cocartesian, by (i) of
Lemma A.1, p(f) = p(g) now gives f = g.
Surjectivity: Suppose p=S([(s; f)])=p( ) for  in B, i.e. in B there is a diagram
with  = p(s); ’ = p(f); ;  2 . Pick g :X 0 −! Y cartesian in E over  and
u :V 0 −! X 0 cartesian over , and t :V −! U cartesian over .
Since p(ft)=’= =p(gu) and gu cartesian, there is a unique vertical i :V −!
V 0 with ft = gui. Since p(st) = p(ui) and st cocartesian, there is a unique vertical
k :X −! X 0 with kst = ui.
Then gkst = gui = ft, so
shows that [(s; f)] = pS(gk).
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A.2 Proof of Corollary 0:3
(i) Let G
q−!B0 satisfy UP1 of Denition 0.2. Take the pullback
F0 −! G
q0
???y
???y q
B[−1] −! B0
By the universal property there is a unique functor B0 −! B[−1] and (up to vertical
natural isomorphism) unique G −! F with the familiar properties; it is easy to see
that the two functors between B[−1] and B0 constitute an isomorphism of categories
(one uses the universal properties of both G
q−!B0 and B[−1]). Now let
E0 −! G
q0
???y
???y q
B −!
p
B0
a pullback, and F r−!B a bration over B such that all reindexing functors over
elements of  are equivalences. By the universal property of G
q−!B0 and the fact
that (letting T the class of arrows in F cartesian over elements of )
F
pT−! F[T−1]
r
???y
???y
B −! B[−1]
is a pullback by our assumption on F r−!B and Theorem 0.1, one easily constructs
the unique map of brations E0 −!F over B.
(ii) Suppose E0
p0−!B (together with E i−!E0 over B) satises UP2 of Denition
0:2. Given
E
F−! H???y
???y r
B −!
g
C
such that g inverts all arrows in , let
H0 −! H???y
???y r
B −!
g
C
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be a pullback. Let E0 −! H0 the map over B given by the universal property.
Composing with H0 −!H one sees that all arrows in S0 are inverted, hence E0 −!
H0 factors uniquely through E0[S0−1] −!H0. By assumption on E0 and Theorem 0.1
(the pullback property), the map E0 −! E0[S0−1] reects cartesian arrows; therefore,
E0[S0−1] −!H is cartesian. The square
E0[S0−1] −! H0???y
???y
B[−1] −! C
commutes by the universal property of E0[S0−1] as a fractions category.
A.3 A little counterexample
It is not true (as stated in an earlier version of this paper) that the fact that E[S−1]
is a bration over B[−1] and pS :E −! E[S−1] a cartesian functor, implies that all
reindexing functors over elements of  are equivalences. Let E be the category
and B the category A −!B; p being the functor: p(i)= idA; p(s)=p(f)=p(t)= .
This is a bration since the arrows s and t are cartesian. Inverting  one gets a bration
of the two fraction categories (note that the span Z s −X f−! Y will represent a vertical
arrow!). But  is not an equivalence.
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